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How does your work/life balance stack up?

Watch this medepage video, and you can be the judge!

Everybody is talking in healthcare about their Work/Life balance!

We believe Australia has one of the highest quality healthcare system in the world. Add to that a
very high standard of living, good salaries plus an unbeatable work/life balance plus, Australian
cities are always rated amongst some of the most liveable cities in the world.

This makes Australia the perfect destination for people wanting a better work/life balance for
themselves and their families. Watch this video, and you can be the judgeâ€¦.we took a short drive on
an ordinary friday afternoon in spring (14th October 2011). The high temp for the day was 25C, 77F
and to be honest the images speak for themselves.

If you are a healthcare professional and would like to experience this kind of work/life balance, log
onto medepage.com now!

Our journey:

In this video we take a short road trip from the city of Melbourne, around Port Philip bay, down to
Frankston via Mt Eliza, and onto Safety Beach and Arthurs Seat. We then drive onto Sorrento,
across Port Philip bay on a car ferry to Queenscliff, then down the great ocean road to our
destination at Angelsea. Look out for the twist at the end!

Enjoy!

The medepage team
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Tony Bullock - About Author:
If you are a a healthcare professionals then share your experience at a medepage, which is the best
healthcare site for sharing such kind of information.
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